
 

 

 

 

 

AGENDA ITEM X: Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group Update to Parish Council meeting 26th April 

2021 

 

1. The follow up workshop for the Housing theme took place at the end of March with Stuart 

Todd, who gave feedback on content. A revision of the theme was done to reflect this 

feedback.   

The fourth (and final) theme Housing initial draft is separate pdf. 

 

2. The Council’s attention is drawn to the first policy in this theme concerning the principle 

residency requirement. The draft policy is annotated with the feedback from our Planning 

Consultant. This will be an exceedingly difficult policy to evidence and then enforce 

thereafter. In a separate discussion TL/SP had with Elisabeth Dee at NDC, similar views to 

those of Stuart Todd were expressed but understood why such a policy would be sought.  

Councillors are asked to note that the required level of evidence for the policy to pass 

examination may not be achievable. 

 

3. Following the initial meetings with Elisabeth Dee and Dominie Dunbrook during March 

which were all very positive, the promised information in respect of housing numbers is 

slowly coming through and request for economic activity data from DCC is still being 

chased by DD.  

 

4. First zoom meeting with the Environment Agency took place on 26/03/21 with DR/SP.  

The EA team gave a comprehensive overview of their areas of interest in respect of 

planning policy. Key areas referred to Taw-Torridge Coastal Change Management Area, 

Critical Drainage Area and the Shoreline Management Plan – currently being revised and 

consulted on. 

Following this session EA sent through various documents on 13/04/21 which will now be 

read and considered ahead of next discussion with EA.   

 

5. TL/SP had an unexpected call end of March with a DWT consultant Alistair Donohew who 

got in touch with the Parish in respect of its emerging NP. AD has been retained by DWT to 

identify educational opportunities for the trust. An overview was given to him of the NP and 

how residents value greatly the natural environment in the Parish. In response to the 

question how could he help us we asked for early coy sight of the Nature Recovery 

Network map for Devon as this is a key piece of evidence for our Natural Environment 

theme and will support many of the policies. The call concluded with agreement to talk 

again at end of month and that AD would see if he could get a copy of the map for us. 

 

6. TL/SP had a highly informative session with Mark Saunders (MS) 8/04/21 in respect of 



landscape character assessments. NDC in partnership with DCC are starting a review 

character types but MS confirmed that the current document for North Devon will be 

applicable for our purposes.  

SP/SR/CH have started looking at character and landscape assessment across the Parish.  

Approach is to split into 3 areas – east and west with A361 being the dividing line and the 

“urban” centre of Braunton. East of the parish will consider Knowle, Beara, Fullabrook, 

Halsinger, Pippacott and Winsham. West of the Parish will consider Lobb, Nethercott, 

aunton and Upcott. Braunton will be considered in line with the Parish maps of its various 

sectors – Central, East, adjacent Great Field, Saunton Park, South Park and the 

conservation area as defined by NDC.  

The document to be drafted will have the same look and feel as the draft Neighbourhood 

Plan. When finalised the Parish Character Assessment will inform the Braunton Parish 

Design Code and be evidence in respect of NP policies such as iconic views.  

 

7. Next steps 

• May will be a month of consolidation and planning the next cycle of work 

in respect of evidence gathering to support draft policies 

• Follow up with Elizabeth Dee and Domini Dunbrook in respect of the 

outstanding promised information. 

• Environment Agency documentation to be reviewed in light of current 

draft policies – DR/SP 

• Follow up session with DWT/ Alistair Donohew 

• Complete character assessments for Braunton Parish – SP/SR/CH 

• Prepare Economic Plan proposal for Parish Council - SP 

 

 

Sue Prosper 

Secretary  

Braunton Parish Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group 

 

 


